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Orbit water timer instruction manual

This website or third-party tools use cookies, necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the purposes illustrated in the cookie policy. If you would like to know more about or withdraw your consent for all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling this page, clicking the link or continuing to browse in another
way, you consent to the use of cookies. Click here to find out how you can save more water! You do not drink from a fire hose - nor should your crop. Convert your shrub areas to drip irrigation to save your water, money and plants! Manuals, User Manuals and Specifications for Your Orbit 27896 Timer. The database contains 2 Orbit 27896 Manuals
(available for free online viewing or download in PDF): Activities &amp; manuals. 2 Outlet HOse Taps Timer DIAL Important Watering Schedule PLEASE READ! STATION to program RESET WHEN ExpECTING FREEzING TEMpERATURES, TIMERS SHOULD MANUAL/CLEAR BE REMOvED FROM THE HOSE manually or to clear programming within a
FAUCET AND STORED INDOORS TO specific program AvOID pOTENTIAL FREEzE DAMAGE. +/- TRApS DIRT pARTICLES filter button, and pROLONGING LIFE OF TIMER setup system. CLEAN THE FILTER REGULARLY AND REpLACE IF WORN. TIMER FEATURES FILTER HOSE TAP CONNECTION AUTO CUSTOMIZE THE SCHEDULE FOR
BOTH STATIONS +/- STATION SET CLOCK BUTTONS START TIME DIAL each Station to start MANUAL/ HOW LONG CLEAR EACH STATION STATION 1 HOW OFTEN STATION 2 OUTLET OUTLET EACH STATION OFF RESET p 801 295 9820 f 801 951 5815 www.fluid-studio.net 1065 South 500 West Bountiful, Utah 84010 STARTS FAST —Rotate
the wheel to customize your battery settings —Tap to select the station you want 1. Remove the tray on the back of the timer by sliding or pulling it out. —Tap to delete all 2 programs. Install two AA (1.5V) alkaline batteries (no —Tap the water that comes with it) and replace the tray. Note: Securely replace the battery tray to ensure water resistance and
increase battery life. You'll use these buttons to adjust the time it takes to know the battery tray is fully installed if the battery tray doesn't pull out easily. PROGRAMMING TIMER SET 1. Rotate the dial to SET THE CLOCK. 2. Use the +/-buttons, set the time of day, —Your timer includes AM and PM. 3. Rotate the wheel to save the change. —Set start time of
day —Choose the time you want —Specify the watering time —Choose how often you'll water —Turn off all 3D watering: proof not: flat: w: 12.0 h: 6.0 days: 09.0 05.13 finished: w 3.0 d: 0 h 3.0 des: SH spck: color is not work number: N/A print register Die customer: ORBIT PMS sku: 58910 Black ??? upc: N/A additional instructions: · Font size cannot be less
than 7 pt. file name: 58910-24 rA.indd · · Error control code: Software: InDesign CS6 1. Dial to START TIME. 2. Select the station you want to program by pressing the STATION button. 3. Use the +/-buttons, set start time, including AM and PM. 4. Rotate the wheel to save the change. How 1. Rotate the wheel about HOW long. 2. Select the station you want
to program by pressing the STATION button. 3. Use the +/-buttons, choose a watering time of 1 to 240 minutes. 4. Rotate the wheel to save the changes. FREQUENCY 1. Dial to FREQUENCY. 2. Select the station you want to program by pressing the STATION button. 3. Use the +/-button, set your watering frequency. You can choose to water every 6
hours, 12 hours or from 1 to 7 days. The printer is responsible for meeting the printing production requirements. Any changes must be approved by the customer and Fluid Studio. Non-printed color pieces must meet the print position of the specified product specifications on this sample. Color Non-Printed PMS Glue Area ??? © 2013 Fluid Studio. This work
is the property of Fluid Studio, and cannot be used, copied or distributed in any way without their express permission. MINS EVERY DAY This website or third-party tools use cookies, necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the purposes illustrated in the cookie policy. If you would like to know more about or withdraw your consent for all or some
cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling this page, clicking the link or continuing to browse in another way, you consent to the use of cookies. Timer 1 Dial 2 Outlet Taps Important Timer, please read! When expecting freezing temperatures, the timed should be removed from tap water and stored indoors to avoid potential
freezing damage. The filter traps dirt particles, extending the life of the timer. Clean the filter regularly and replace if worn out. FILTER HOSE TAP CONNECTION +/- For Rain Delay Press + in Automatic Button B C del: 24713 1 2 STATION de in Vietnam EVERY DAY HRS ARROW NEXT START TIME mum operating pressure 100 PSI STATION S M T W T
F S utdoor only used with cold water. ot works at a ding temperature of 120°F. from freezing. ot mix old and new batteries. Manual /ot alkaline blend, standard on-Zinc), or charging el Cadmium) battery. CLEAR RESET LOW BATTERY INDEX SOCKET 1 2-WHEEL OUTLET—Rotate the wheel to customize your watering schedule. +/- Buttons—Use these
buttons to adjust the time and program. While in AUTO press + mode to activate Rain Delay. ARROW—Move the cursor around the screen while programming. STATION—Moving between Station 1 and Station 2. MANUAL / CLEAR - Tap the water manually or for clear programming. RESET—Tap to reset to the original settings. AUTO- Time water
according to your custom schedule. SET CLOCK—Set the time of day. START TIME— Choose when you want to start watering. HOW LONG—Specify a watering time—Choose how often you'll turn off dialing—Turn off all watering. Battery settings 1. Remove the tray on the back of the timer by sliding or pulling it out. RAIN DELAY 2 MINUTES. Install two
AA (1.5V) alkaline batteries (excluding AM PM INT) and replace the tray. Note: Securely replace the battery tray to ensure water resistance and increase age Battery. Your friend know the battery tray is fully fitted if it does not pull out easily. Used or dead batteries must be removed from the timer and handled properly. Replace the battery when a low battery
icon appears on the screen. Do not dispose of the battery in the fire. The battery may explode or leak. Program the timer and date PM T 1. Rotate the dial to SET THE CLOCK. 2. Use the +/-buttons, setting the time of day, including AM and PM. Timer progresses faster if the node is retained. 3. Press the ARROW button to set the current date. 4. Press the
+/- button to move between and select the current day of the week. Press the ARROW button to switch back to the time of day. 5. Rotate the wheel to save changes Start time Is the time of day that the timer will start watering. This timer has three starts. B C 1 2 STATION MORNING START TIME 1. Dial to START TIME. 2. Press the ARROW button to move
over and select the start time; A, B, and/or C. 3. Use the + / - button, set your first start time, including AM and PM. Timer progresses faster if the button is retained. A box is placed around each programmable start time. Note: To clear the start time, press CLEAR. 4. Press the STATION button to move through the stations; 1 or 2. 5. Press the + / - button to
turn the stations on / off. Note: All stations are automatically selected when adding start time. Press the button - to turn off a station. Repeat steps 2 - 5 to program more start time. 7. Rotate the wheel to save the changes. Note: Just one start. 12 MIN GA how long 1. How long is the dial-up. 2. Press the STATION button to move over and select a station; 1 or
2. 3. Use the +/-buttons, choose a watering time of 1 to 360 minutes for each desired station. the timer progresses faster if the button is held down. Note: To remove the watering time, press CLEAR. 4. Rotate the wheel to save the changes. dual-Outlet dIGItal tImer SET CLOCK ■ PROGRAMMING FOR THE ■ DIGITAL OUTLET OF THE TIMER ■ START
TIME ■ ■ HOW LONG Set the watering time from 1 to 240 minutes using + and - button. FREQUENCY SET the frequency of watering as every 6 hours, 12 hours, INSTALL bATTERIES or from 1 to 7 days using the + and – buttons. Remove the tray on the back of the timer ■ 1 is every day, 2 is every other day, etc. by sliding it out. up to 7 days. Install two
AA (1.5V) ( excluded) alkaline batteries and replace the tray. AUTO Replaces the battery when the battery timer is low according to the programmed time, ■ the icon appears. station, time and frequency. INSTALL RAIN DELAy Attach the timer to the outdoor faucet ■ ■ and turn on after programming. ■ TIMER programming Rotate the wheel to specified
locations ■ or settings. ■ Press the station button to switch between ■ stations 1 and 2 for all programs. MANUAL / HAND WATERING Press the + button to advance the clock time To water without interrupting the set cycle, (hold down the button to advance quickly). press the [MANUAL] button and then use the + and - Press the button - to reverse the clock
time buttons 1 to 240 minutes. (hold button for quick reversal). ■ Press the + button to advance the start time ■ (hold button for quick advance). Press the button – to reverse the start time of TROUbLESHOOTING (hold button for quick reversal). Water does not turn on at the desired time. Check: ■ ■ ■ Non-watering timer. Check: ■ ■ ■ ■ When in AUTO
mode, press + button for 24 hours, ■ 48 hours or 72 hours. The water won't turn off. The screen will blink between the clock and the check time: remaining before the programmable cycle ■ profile. ■ To eliminate rain lag, turn the wheel to OFF and then return to AUTO. To remove watering manually (turn off), turn off dialing to TURN OFF. To continue the
programming cycle, rotate the wheel back to AUTO. The clock is set to the exact time including AM and PM. Start time is set to the desired time including AM and PM. Rain delay is turned on. The timer is set to AUTO. Taps are turned on. Low battery. The clock is set to determine the time including AM and PM. Rain Delay is turned on. Orbital watering time is
set to the desired time. North Salt Lake, UT 84054 Start time after © 2011 Orbit Irrigation Products, Inc. All rights are preserved. All trade names are watering cycles that have run through all registered trademarks of the respective stations and set times. manufacturers are listed. PN 27133-24 rC WHEN expecting FREEzing TEMPERATURE, TIMERS should
bE REMOvED FROM bIb HOSE to AvOID POTENTIAL FREEzE DAMAGE. ®, Inc. Inc.
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